Cinema by the Sea
Spring/Summer 2019
A Plastic Ocean (PG)

Thurs 7 March

Bohemian Rhapsody (12A)

Joint meeting with Looe Marine Conservation Group

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30.
Adults £5.50. Members, Students & U18s £3.

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30.

Director: Bryan Singer.
Stars: Rami Malek, Lucy Boynton, Gwilym Lee.

FREE ADMISSION.

Director: Craig Leeson.
Stars: David Attenborough, Sylvia Earle, Ben Fogle.
Searching for the elusive blue
whale, journalist Craig Leeson
discovers plastic waste in
what should be pristine ocean.
Craig teams up with free diver
Tanya Streeter and an
international team of scientists
and researchers. Travelling
around the world to explore
the fragile state of our oceans,
they uncover alarming truths
about plastic pollution, and reveal working solutions that can be put
into immediate effect. 102 minutes. Licensed bar.

The More you Ignore me (12A)

Wed 20 March

Saturday 6 April

Based on Jo Brand's critically
acclaimed novel, The More
You Ignore Me is a warm,
comedy drama about an
unconventional family in
1980s rural England. The film
focuses on Gina, a young
mother, whose efforts to be a
loving mother and wife are
undermined by her declining mental health. Things deteriorate when
she develops an obsession with the local weatherman. Her daughter
struggles to relate to her heavily medicated mum, and causes chaos
when she comes up with a plan to reconnect with her. 97 minutes.

Trewint Crescent, Barbican, LOOE PL13 1ET
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A Star is Born (15)

Wed 15 May

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30.
Adults £5.50. Members, Students & U18s £3.
Director: Bradley Cooper.
Stars: Bradley Cooper, Lady Gaga, Sam Elliott, Andrew Dice Clay, Dave
Chappelle, Rafi Gavron, Anthony Ramos, Bonnie Somerville.

Wed 17 April

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30. Adults: £5.50. Members,Students & U18s £3.

Director: Keith English.
Stars: Sheridan Smith, Mark Addy, Ella Hunt, Sally Phillips, Ricky
Tomlinson, Sheila Hancock, Jo Brand.

The Community Hall at Looe Children’s Centre,

Facebook: /looefilms Twitter: @looefilms

A foot-stomping celebration of
Queen, their music and their
extraordinary lead singer
Freddie Mercury. The film traces
the meteoric rise of the band
through their iconic songs and
revolutionary sound. While
bravely facing a recent AIDS
diagnosis, Freddie leads the
band at Live Aid in one of the
greatest performances in the
history of rock music. Queen
cements a legacy that continues to inspire outsiders, dreamers and music
lovers to this day. 134 minutes. Licensed bar.

The Wife (15)

Looe’s Community Cinema

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30.
Adults £5.50. Members, Students & U18s £3.

Director: Bjorn Runge.
Stars: Glenn Close, Jonathan Pryce, Max Irons.
Joan Castleman is a highly
intelligent and still-striking beauty
- the perfect devoted wife.
Ignoring her husband's infidelities
because of his literary career with
grace and humour, their a
marriage has been built on
uneven compromises. On the
eve of his Nobel Prize for
Literature and at the peak of his
career, Joan's coup de grace is
to confront the biggest sacrifice of her life and secret of his career. 98
minutes.

Seasoned musician Jackson
Maine discovers, and falls in
love with, struggling artist Ally.
She has just about given up
on her dream to make it big
as a singer until Jackson
coaxes her into the spotlight.
But even as Ally's career
takes off, the personal side of
their relationship is breaking
down, as Jackson fights an
ongoing battle with his own internal demons. 133 minutes.

Peterloo (12A)

Wed 19 June

Doors open 7pm. Starts 7.30.
Adults £5.50. Members, Students & U18s £3.
Director: Mike Leigh.
Stars: Rory Kinnear, Maxine Peake, Neil Bell.

Internationally
acclaimed and Oscarnominated filmmaker
Mike Leigh portrays
one of the bloodiest
episodes in British
history, the infamous
Peterloo Massacre of
1819, where
government-backed
cavalry charged into a
peaceful crowd of 80,000 that gathered in Manchester to demand
democratic reform. 151 minutes.

